
By Faith Fletcher (Sister)
When most people think of Lloyd, they remember him as a Great Storyteller, Comedian,
Dramatist, Dancer, Music Enthusiast, Dedicated Father, Sports Enthusiast, Hard Worker,
and someone with a sweet-tooth.

But to understand the man, you need to understand his past.

MUSIC & DANCE
We grew up in a house where music and dancing were daily activities. Our father loved
music - in every form. We had records from every genre and era at home. Every
Saturday, the entire family would gather to watch "Where It’s At" on JBC TV. During this
program, daddy, a former glass bucket club regular and a first-class dancer would
promote dancing competitions amongst his children and then judge the affair. The
hustle, 3-step, cripple dance, you name it, Lloyd mastered it.  

One day, Lloyd decided that dance steps were randomly created by everyday folks who
just put something together and slapped names on them. He thought, "Why couldn't I
put something together too?".  Thereafter, apart from the occasional 3 step routine,
Lloyd never copied another dance step. He created all his dance moves with all the
drama and comedy he could inject and would unleash them on the public at will.  
As for the music collection, among the first records Lloyd bought was Exodus by Bob
Marley and the Wailers, albums by the Great Teddy "P" and Beres Hammond – One Step
Ahead. He remained their lifelong fan, but he loved all things reggae soul, jazz, and
disco.

Rememberances



The Sports Enthusiast.
Thanks to a single station system at the time, we were all obliged to watch JBC TV during
every cricket tournament, football season – English League/World Cup, boxing, wrestling,
Olympics, you name it. There was also domino, draughts, and card games. Daddy loved
them all, and we all joined in. Lloyd, however, displayed unique talents in cricket and long-
distance running.

Lloyd, the Long-Distance Runner
Several stories can be told of Lloyd as a long-distance runner; however, one that comes
readily to mind centres around the fact that daddy reared goats. These goats would roam
freely on the acres surrounding the cottage. On one occasion, a decision was taken to
catch one goat that was pretty swift and crafty. The usual crew was put together (Barry,
Clarence, Lloyd, Mark etc.) along with the dogs to get the job done. But the goat was just
too swift for the dogs and all the trackers ….except Lloyd. When everyone else ran out of
steam, fell by the wayside, or simply thought it impossible, Lloyd kept running. It was just
Lloyd and the goat; Lloyd versus the goat; until the unimaginable happened……. THE
GOAT, literally collapsed from exhaustion. That poor goat cried all through the hunt, to
the point that it lost its voice, permanently. Lloyd's endurance prevailed over the goat.
Needless to say, the tale was told far and wide in the community. 

As for Lloyd the cricketer; well… let us not forget the day daddy sent Lloyd and Mark to
bring in the cow from pasture. Upon passing a cricket game in progress they both left the
cow tied to some twigs and took off to the pitch. “Yuh know somebody tief di cow”….
Enough said.

Lloyd, the Dramatist, Comedian, and Storyteller
Mommy loved the arts, and at the end of each school year, all students were obliged to
participate in a talent show. This honed Lloyd's skill as a dramatist/performer. Mommy
also had a dry wit we all enjoyed and emulated and a remarkable talent for laughing at
herself. She could do something like fall and find how it occurred so funny and laugh so
hard; she’d turn red, and tears would come to her eyes until we all joined in.

Daddy, on the other hand, was a great storyteller with a wicked sense of humor. Our
friends would regularly gather to listen to his stories and “eat dem belly full”.



 Then there was the community of Boscobel in which we were raised. That crew could
take the greatest tragedy and turn it into a joke. Not the least of them was our helper,
Lurline Willis. Lloyd would spend hours in the backyard laughing at her account of the
latest drama in the district. If someone’s head got chopped off (which literally happened),
the story was delivered with such flair, the entire family would end up rolling on the
ground with laughter.

Lloyd was the embodiment of all these traits. He loved a good drama, made fun of
everything in life, whether others might be inclined to think the incident was tragic,
comical, simply ridiculous, or even private. Lloyd delighted in taking every life experience
and turning it into a one-man comedy show. In the weeks before passing, Lloyd called me,
laughing his head off. Someone told him that the Covid vaccine was so potent, there was
no need for Viagra anymore. Needless to say, he was anticipating his 2nd dose. All I could
ask him was what that had to do with him, which sent him into another fit of laughter,
mixed with his customary expression, "hold on nuh man, hold on nuh"; "mi jus ah tell
yuh!"

Lloyd, the Food Lover/Sweet Tooth
Mommy was the ultimate baker, and Daddy grew up with caterers and was himself a
mean chef. So every weekend, our home operated like a bakery. If daddy took to the
kitchen, well, food would flow. They both loved making jams and liquors. AHHH the
aroma!!!  All this made our house a regular hangout for our friends.

Now Lloyd was not a great cook, but he could season meat to perfection, and he always
participated in the baking fests at home. His greatest culinary skill however, was that of a
"Taster".  He had to be the last to taste the batter going into the oven and the first to taste
what came from the fire. Trouble was….. he had to have at least three samples in order to
offer a verdict on the products.

Needless to say, as the adage went, "yuh coulda ketch Lloyd wid him belly!"

Lloyd, the Hardworker

"By the sweat of our brow we shall eat bread."  Indeed.  

Lloyd was taught the value of working hard. As youths, we were taught to be dedicated to
the “Company”, and in turn, your bills would be paid and you were guaranteed a job for
life. In Lloyd's case however, he always stayed with the companies to which he was
employed to their very end, and they were happy to have him as "the last man standing."
Even during Covid, when many workers were laid off from Goddard, amid his retirement,
Lloyd was one of "the last men standing," for which he was very proud. It showed that his
skills and dedication were valued. In the end, only sickness was able to break that
tradition.



 Lloyd, the Committed Father
Last but by no means least, Lloyd loved his children. He wanted the very best for them
and took decisions accordingly. I could tell stories of the days when he worked at Versair
in Mobay, and his family was situated in Linstead. If one of the girls took ill, Lloyd would
leave Mobay in the middle of the night, drive to Linstead, take them to the doctor and
drive back to Mobay to report to work by 6 am - sharp. Despite his reputation for being a
jokester, he never left his parental duties hanging.

He firmly believed that education was the gateway to a bright future. He was constantly
planning and saving to pay for higher education. There was always an Insurance Policy
designed to pay for something. On his days off, he jumped into action - taxiing his girls
around to various classes. He made the long trek (at the time) from Linstead to Kingston -
and back again without complaint. When Daneil, for example, showed interest in learning
Spanish, she never missed her weekend classes at the Language Lab. 

He would always boast about his children's achievements. He was exceptionally proud of
Janine's academic accomplishments and often boasted about her strength and
determination. 

To the very end, Lloyd's most significant concern was for Arianna's education. He believed
that if he could secure her academic pathway, even in his absence, then he would be
giving her the best gift any father could.

This was Lloyd the Man - fun-loving, adventurous, loving father, hard worker, a true friend,
and brother.

May his soul rest in peace.



IN LOVING MEMORY OF MY BROTHER: LLOYD FLETCHER

(A Brother, A Protector, A Friend)

Mi Breda, my nights will never be the same without you. Loneliness will take on new
meanings. I promise however, my nights will lack the comedies we shared, but they will
never lack the memories. 
Our relationship became the strongest when I moved to California for grad school. We
became each other’s company at nights. I would be awakened by your phone calls
between 10pm and 12 midnight California time. Groggy and disoriented I would answer…
“Hello…” Then I would hear the fun-filled voice, “wah a gwaan mi sista…” I would roll over
look at the time and say, “Jesas Christ mi Breda, a 12 O’clock…” Then came the laughter,
and after some time had passed, you’d say, “suh, you a sleep…?” I would laugh and say,
“Not anymore…” Three hours later we would have covered every event that had
happened in our lives, is happening in our lives and those we wished would have
happened in our lives. For the last 15 years, I think we must have gone over the same
stories hundreds of times and every time, you listened and shared as though you had
heard them or told them for the first time – No judgement and no flagellation. 
Lloyd, I can safely say, you cannot be replaced in my life. As a clinical psychologist, I
sometimes feel I do not have the luxury of being crazy publicly; but with you, I had no
trepidation or shame when I acted crazy. With you, I did not have to pretend. You were
real with me and I felt I could be real with you. I believe I have heard some of the most
cringe-worthy thoughts that had crossed your mind and you have heard some of the
most bizarre actions I have done throughout my lifetime. I would share a story and you
would exclaim, “Blouse and skirt mi sista, den that no madness…” We would both laugh
and I would say, “a it a dat and a dat a it…” You have allowed me to be me like no one else
has. You have exemplified what it means to create a “safe space” in a relationship. I am
missing you and will always miss you. 
Sleep well mi Breda and as our conversations always ended, “Mi haffi run, adios amigos…”

Charmine Garwood (Sister)



Lloyd your life was a treasure, filled with fun and laughter. What a blessing you were to us
, especially when you shared your philosophy of life. Truth be told, you lived your life
according to your beliefs. Authentic to the end. For that you are truly loved and will be
missed beyond measure.

Joy Fletcher-Ogunyemi


